OCTABANS
One of the most innovative and exciting drum products of the 80's. Already Billy Cobham, Simon Phillips and other professional drummers know what Octabans can do for their Solos. Add melodic continuity and punctuation to your Solos with the NEW OCTABANS From Tama.

No.7850 Complete 8pcs. Set with 2 stands
No.7850-4H Hi-Pitch 4pcs. Set with stand
No.7850-4L Low Pitch 4pcs. Set with stand.

No.6858 Stand for octabans
No. 895 X-HAT

Over the years, more and more drummers have been discovering the advantages of having two hi-hats in a single set up. By riding on one, and playing the other normally, an amazing array of exciting rhythmic accents can be achieved. Up until now, lack of space and the prospect of spending some heavy bucks has kept the idea of a second hi-hat at more than arm’s length for most drummers. Now, with the introduction of Tama’s new closed hi-hat, virtually any drummer can add a second hi-hat to his current set up, regardless of set up size. The X-HAT clamps to any stand, and adjusts to any angle for easy set up and playability (making it the perfect addition for any double bass player). Also, cymbal tension is adjustable so your sound can be anything from a tight chip to a loud splash. The X-HAT is a spectacular hardware innovation from Tama.